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Response to Plan S request for feedback  
 
Plan S has the noble goal of providing free access to the results of publicly funded 
research. bioRxiv shares these aims. bioRxiv makes preprints of research articles 
in biomedical science freely available to any reader with Internet access. It is a 
non-profit service operated by the research and education institution Cold Spring 
Harbor Laboratory (CSHL), New York, and funded by the Chan Zuckerberg 
Initiative (CZI). It is free at the point of service for both authors and readers and 
no registration or payment is required to view articles. bioRxiv doubled its 
manuscript numbers in 2018. 177,000 authors from 14,000 institutions in 110 
countries have shared 42,000 preprints and articles are viewed on bioRxiv more 
than three million times every month. 
 
Articles posted on bioRxiv are available both as PDF files and in JATS-format XML, 
in compliance with the proposed Plan S requirements, and can be submitted 
directly by authors or automatically ingested from journal submission systems. 
bioRxiv is indexed by major services including Google Scholar, Microsoft Academic 
Search, Meta, and Euro PubMed Central (EuroPMC), with others soon to follow. 
Content is also discoverable via subject-specific RSS feeds and email alerts and 
personalized search-term email alerts. Several public APIs will be released shortly 
and content will be made available for machine reading via a dedicated resource 
for text and data mining. bioRxiv is stably hosted and backed up with state-of-the-
art architecture and all content is also archived in perpetuity by the Portico 
preservation service. 
 
Any author may post an article on bioRxiv, subject to automated and manual 
screening for plagiarism and inappropriate content, and authors may post 
multiple revised versions of an article following feedback from the scientific 
community. Authors retain copyright and can choose from a number of Creative 
Commons license options, including CC BY and a dedicated CC0/Public Domain 
declaration required for US government work. 
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The prime mission of bioRxiv is to speed up the scientific process by enabling the 
sharing of research results by authors as early as possible,. Authors may post new 
or revised versions of manuscripts at any time until a DOI for a version of record 
(VOR) is registered by a journal. This encourages early dissemination and avoids 
assignment of post-dated preprint DOIs to articles with existing VOR DOIs. It is 
important to emphasize that if an author posts a revised version of a paper on 
bioRxiv and it is subsequently accepted by a journal, the author’s accepted 
manuscript (AAM) will already be present on bioRxiv and can be tagged as such. 
The American Society for Microbiology (ASM) currently use this method to make 
accepted papers available prior to journal publication. This approach would 
appear to be consistent with the existing UK REF requirement for authors to 
deposit a “near-final” version of their manuscript in a repository. We strongly 
urge funders implementing Plan S principles to recognize posting of near-final 
preprints as a route to Plan S compliance. 
 
Recognizing and encouraging preprint posting as a path to universal access to 
research and Plan S compliance could be a forward-thinking strategy as publishing 
evolves. Open-access overlay journals and other new forms of peer review built 
around preprint servers will challenge traditional subscription-based publications. 
Studies of bioRxiv and arXiv (the physics and math preprint server) show that a 
significant minority of preprints are never formally published despite containing 
important findings. Works like these are not currently accommodated in Plan S 
and specifying preprint deposition as a compliance solution would ensure they 
are safely archived and indexed.  
 
Finally, we note that the approach we advocate will encourage experiments in 
publishing that are more cost effective because hosting and tagging costs are 
already covered by the upstream preprint server. This is more fully articulated in a 
document at PlanU.org co-authored by Richard Sever (bioRxiv Co- 
Founder),  Michael Eisen (PLOS Co-Founder), and John Inglis bioRxiv Co-Founder).  
 
Richard Sever and John Inglis (Co-Founders, bioRxiv) 

http://planu.org/

